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Abstract 
This project is to design and implement a low cost multiple computer model for 
parallel and distributed parallel applications. The system consists of a number of 
Unix machines connected by a network. In the past decades, vast research effort 
has been done on multiple computer systems. Our system is a message passing 
parallel system. To ensures that the system is cost effective and practical, off-the-
shelf hardware have been employed. In the system, we have been concentrated 
on reducing the communication cost. Mechanisms have been employed to reduce 
the cost in passing local messages (communication between processes on the same 
host) and network messages (communication between processes on different hosts.) 
On selected applications, Our platform shows a fivefold performance improvement 
over its P V M counterparts. 
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This project is to design and implement a low cost multiple computer mode for 
parallel and distributed parallel applications. The system consists of a number of 
Unix machines connected by a network. In the past decades, vast research effort 
has been done on multiple computer s3^stems. A number of programming pack-
ages /tools have been built for exploring the hidden computing power in C P U farms. 
Both commercial products and research oriented packages are readily available. 
However, studies has shown that these packages only improve the performance of 
looseh^-coupled parallel applications. Various approaches have been studied aiming 
at solving the problem. IRI Multicomputer System is designed and implemented 
to provide a platform for tighter-coupled parallel applications. 
Our system is a message passing parallel system. To ensures that the system is 
cost effective and practical, off-the-shelf hardware has been empl03,ed. In the sys-
tem, we are concentrated on reducing the communication cost Mechanisms are 
employed to reduce the cost in passing local messages (communication between 
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processes on the same host) and netwoi.k messages (communication between pro-
cesses on different hosts.) On selected applications, Our platform shows a fivefold 
performance improvement over its P V M counterparts. 
In the latest implementation of the the multiple computer System, Pentium PCs 
and SCSI Bus are used. The Pentium PCs are used as the processing elements. 
The SCSI Bus is used as the communication bus. The project is divided into three 
parts: 
Communication Protocol - this part of the project is to specify a set of op-
erations to be supported on the the multiple computer system. The protocol 
is to provide a ground for the implementation. 
Multiple Computer Infrastructure - this part of the project involves the 
design and implementation of a multiple computer infrastructure basing on 
the latest ofF-tlie-shelf hardware. The architecture of the multiple computer 
system is a general design, which can be applied to hardwares other than 
those used in this project. However, the latest implementation of the design 
is system dependent. 
System Supporting Facilities - this part of the project involves the design and 
development of facilities that supports the multiple computer architecture. 
However, these facilities are not part of the multiple computer infrastructure. 
They can be used by other programs, though they are developed for the sake 




The discussion on parallel and distributed processing has lasted for decades. The 
speed of a single processor do not able to catchup up with the ever increasing 
demand for faster solutions and large size problems. Faster machines are expected 
in various application areas including simulation, image processing, information 
processing and artificial intelligence. Despite the lmge investments in sequential 
machines, the possibility of using multiple processors to improve computational 
power was recognized and being explored. 
Technological advancements in the design of parallel processing environment pro-
vide the possibility of performance improvements in applications. In the past, 
there has been significant research on tighMy-coupled parallel processing systems, 
better known as multiprocessors. Serial applications could now be executed on mul-
tiprocessors. Significant research is also concerned with another kind of parallel 
processing environment: the use of workstations in a loosely-coupled environment, 
or distributed system. A distributed system provides the advantages of parallel 
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execution while providing a scalable growth of number of CPUs. Multiprocessor 
system restricts that all CPUs must be ph3,sically located near one another. 
In order for an application's processes to work in parallel, there must be mecha-
nisms to permit the processes to communicate. There are many ways for parallel 
processes to communicate. In a tightly-coupled system, since all processors are 
physically close to one another, a typical scheme used for process communication 
is shared memory [DeC89]. Meanwhile, the processors are usually connected by a 
high speed backplane bus [Cat95]. In distributed systems however, the location of 
processors is constrained by the distance of the network. The two most common 
forms of communication that have been used are message passing and remote pro-
cedure call [GeS93]. Recently, however, there has been a move toward the use of 
shared memoi.y as a communication medium. 
In a l00sel3^-c0upled system, since each CPU may be located anywhere on the net-
work, it would not be appropriate to have a shared address space centralized in one 
particular location. To capture the advantages of a loosely-coupled parallel pro-
cessing environment and use shared memoiy for communication, a new approach 
to communication must be used. This approach to interprocess communication is 
called distributed shared memory (DSM) [Gol93, KhN93； • 
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2.1 Tightly-coupled Parallel Systems 
A tightly-coupled parallel processing environment consists of several CPUs, one 
or more memory units and an interconnection network that physically connects 
the components. A tightly-coupled system is characterized by a single operating 
system that controls all the hardware. 
In a tightly-coupled system, each CPU in the s3^stem has the ability to read and 
write from memory. The primary purpose of a CPU is to execute instruction 
codes read from memory and to perform arithmetic, logic, and control operations. 
A limited amount of data can be stored in the CPU's internal registers. The data 
stored in registers are typically intermediate results and control information. All 
data and instructions must be read from the memory unit. 
The actual memory implementation and connectivity varies widely with the system 
implementation. Sometimes there exists one shared memory that all processors 
have access to, or there is memory associated with each processor. In either case, 
each processor in the system is directly connected to every memoiy unit and each 
processor has read and write access to every unit. This connectivity can be achieved 
through the use of a bus, cross bar switches, or multistage interconnections. 
A time-shared bus is a simple method of giving all processors access to the memory 
storage units. The bus only allows one process to access memoiy at any give time. 
Before a process can use the bus, it must first check if the bus is available, and can 
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only begin transmission when it is given control of the bus. The bus organization 
makes it eas), to add or take away units simply l)3, connection or disconnection. It 
is simplistic and cost effective. However, a single bus organization is only sufficient 
for a moderate number of processors since there can only be one transmission 
on the bus at a given time. A more innovative and efficient design is the use of 
different levels of buses. 
2.2 Loosely-coupled Parallel Systems 
A loosely-coupled parallel processing environment consists of two or more inde-
pendent computer systems connected by a communication link. Each workstation 
has its own operating s3^stem and local storage. These Systems are being used 
frequently in both industry and in academia because tlie user can work through a 
transparent interface to the system [GeB95, BrD94, CaG89, DeC89, MPI94, Paj91 . 
Network file systems available today can provide an interface which makes it ap-
pear to the user as if he/slie is the only user of the system. 
In a loosely-coupled system, workstations can function independently or they can 
work cooperatively b3^  communicating via the network. Because the workstations 
in a loosely-coupled environment are not limited to be ph3,sically near to one an-
other, the concept of shared memory has not been widely used as a communication 
media. This has led to the extensive use of message passing to implement com-
munication among parallel processes. Since the communication media for parallel 
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processes in tightl3^-c0upled systems is shared memory, applications must be com-
pletely re-written before they can be executed in a loosely-coupled system that 
uses message passing. 
Recentl3^ work has been focused on distributed shared memory for loosely-coupled 
systems. The motivation behind these projects was two-fold. First the use of 
shared memory in a distributed environment will allow applications to be exe-
cuted on both tightly- and loosely-coupled systems with little or no changes. It 
is believed that there are considerable number of applications written using the 
A T & T System V shared memory facility. By developing a distributed shared mem-
ory system using A T & T System V interface. These applications can be re-used 
in the new parallel environment without being restructured and reorganized. The 
second motivation for exploring a shared memory paradigm is that a larger group 
of applications can be used, while still gaining the advantage of workstations. Cur-
rently, there are many loosely-coupled systems implemented that have not taken 
advantage of the parallel computing possibilities. The transparent interface can 
provide a smooth transition into the use of highly parallel applications. 
The paradigm focused in this project is a message-passing multiple computer. In 
this project, Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) is used as the base for compar-
.i 
ison. P V M is a software package that enables the use of networked heteroge-
neous Unix computers as a single parallel machine denoted as the virtual ma-
chine. Detail information and implementation of the package can be found in 





GeB95, GeS93, WhA94]. The software package consists of a daemon program and 
a C style function library callable by programs to be run on the virtual machine. 
The virtual machine environment is setup by pvmd daemon. The daemon must 
exist in every member machine of the virtual machine. It acts as a message router 
and controller that provides a contact service among the hosts. The daemon does 
not perform computational work of the application whereas it is responsible for 
authentication, process control and fault detection. 
The function library is a set of user callable P V M interface routine. The rou-
tines are used for message passing, spawning processes, coordinating tasks and 
reconfiguring the virtual machine. The parallelism of applications must be stated 
explicitly in the programs and the programs must be linked with the P V M library. 
Application programs can be developed using C, C + + and Fortran. 
The member hosts of the virtual machine are usually interconnected by a network 
such as the Ethernet and FDDI. The hosts must be able to communicate directly 
using IP protocols ( T C P and UDP) [Rag93, Ste94, WrS95；. 
The P V M applications experience different levels of transparency over the virtual 
machine. Using the transparent mode, tasks are a11tomaticall3^ executed on hosts 
selected by the pvmd. When it is required to specify a particular architecture for 
certain tasks, the architecture-dependent mode may be used. Using the low-level 
mode, the user may also assign tasks to a particular host. 
The processes of P V M applications can exercise arbitrary relationships and de-
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pendencies among each other. The processes are also allowed to communicate and 
s3,nchr0nize with each other at any point of execution. These features of P V M 
permit a variety of parallel processing modes to be supported. It is obvious that 
MIMD computational mode is supported. In addition, SPMD and master-slave 
modes can also be used [DaG88 • 
In the master-slave mode a set of slave processes perform work for one or more 
master processes. In the Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) all the hosts are 
running the same program on different data whereas there is no master program 
controlling the computation. This is close to a SIMD architecture except that the 
processing elements are not working in lockstep and are not controlled by a control 
unit. 
The architecture of P V M should also support SPMD mode. However, the use of 
relatively slow and high latency interconnection network as communications sub-
system limits the possible granularity of P V M applications. The lower bound of 
task granularity of P V M applications is limited by the available network band-
width and the level of fine-grain parallelism required by SIMD usually can not be 
achieved. 
As a result, the range of parallel applications feasible for workstation cluster is 
limited. The limitations are imposed by the fact that the network and protocol are 
designed for the transmission of data that are relatively large in size. This problem 





processing elements [Sur93 • 
Recently, research has been on employing different technologies from protocol, 
hardware to multiple computer architecture to reduce the communication among 
processors [ChG94, HwM96, Mar94, OkD90]. In our project, we aim at building a 
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Chapter 3 
Communication Protocol 
Message passing based parallel applications 11suall3^ liave some common needs in 
information exchanging methods and system services. Different standards empha-
sizing 011 different expect of distributed and parallel processing is emerging. In 
this part of the project, we aimed at specifying a set of basic functions and their 
corresponding interfaces for reference by the developers and users of the system. 
The functions, in turn, could be used to biiilt other complex functions, depending 
on the need of the users. 
The CommUnication Protocol (CUP) specifies a number of functions and their 
interfaces to be supported in our perform. The objective of the protocol is to 
• to reduce confusion in implementation. A number of people uses and take 
parts in project development. The specification and the standard provides a 
common ground for the group. 
• to speedup application development. Applications could be biiilt based on 
11 
the specification, before the system is ready. 
• to enhance cross platform compatibility. The programs that uses CUP should 
not need any changes for porting to platforms that support CUP. 
• to provide a base for verification. Test programs could be developed following 




Programs are communicated using messages. Each message has two part: 
header and content. The header contains control information. This part 
is common in every message. The message content depends on how it is 
interpreted by the programs involved in the comnmnication. 
system id 
Each process is assigned an system id which is unique over the system. Each 
s3^stem id identifies a process and the s3,stem resources used by the process. 
communication port 
Programs use the communication port to send and receive messages. The 
messages are transfered in passive form. A client expecting a message has to 
listen to its port and wait for incoming message. 
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control transfer /control-level protocol 
The communication path between the server programs and user programs 
for the exchange of commands and replies. This connection follows the Com-
mUnication Protocol. 
data transfer/user-level protocol 
A full duplex communication over which data is transferred, in a specified 
mode and type agreed b}^  the user programs. The data transferred is rep-
resented in binary format and the content is unknown with respect to the 
system. 
connected 
Each process has to attach to the system for using the communication facil-
ities. A process attached to the system is described as CONNECTED. 
disconnected 
A process after finishing using the communication facilities, has to free the 
reserved resources for supporting the functions. The status after cleaning up 
all the resources is described as DISCONNECTED. 
cup command 
In addition to message passing, tlie system supports a number of command to 
be accessed by both local and remote processes. The user processes have to 
specific the command and provide the parameters required by the command. 
connectionless 
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The communication port is a connectionless port. User programs can use 
the port to send and receive messages from multiple programs. The sender 
and the recipient may be the same program. 
reliable data transmission 
The transmission of data is reliable. That is, after passing the message into 
the system, the sender may assume that the recipient can get the message 
error-free. 
cup environment The user level environment that supports CUP. The under-
tying machine architecture is not interested. The hardware may consists of 
a single processor machine, cluster of workstations or multi-processor super-
computer. 
3.2 CUP Model 
With the above definitions in mind, the following model (fig 3.1.) diagrammed for 
the CUP Service. 
In the model described in fig. 3.1, the user process initiate the user-level proto-
col. The user process invoke control-level protocol to attach to the system via the 
control transfer. The process will than be assigned a communication port The 
process may now use the port for sending and receiving messages. The process may 
also invoke a control transfer for system service. After finishing all the commu-
nications, the program invoke another control transfer for closing all the resource 
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“ ” “ , . + cup client 
cup client < •cupclient ^ 
cup cup 
environment < ^ environment 
:communication < > communication 
system system 
host 1 host2 
Figure 3.1: Interaction between sender/receiver, device driver and host adapter 
and disconnect from the system. 
The protocol requires that the client process be attached to the system with the 
port opened. It is the responsibility of the user to request to detach from the sys-
tem, while the system will take the action. The system will actively not disconnect 
a user process. 
3.3 Message Format 
Each message consists oftwo parts the header and the content. The header consists 
of some control information and message parameters. In control message, the 
message content of each command is specified. To invoke the commands, the user 
program must fill the message content following the specification. The message 
content of user data transfer is in free format. 
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3.4 Message Header 
The length of message header is 10 byte. It is of the follow format: 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
1 len I src 丨 dest I key I + + + + + + + + + + + 
len - The length of message content. The message size is stored in unsigned 
format. According to the standard, the maximum size of the message is 0 
to 232 _ 1 bytes. The message size could be zero which identifies an empty 
message. Some of the system message only have tlie header. 
src - senders system id. The system will automatically insert the senders system 
id into the src field when the process submit the message to the s3,stem. 
Before the an id is assigned, a process has to submit a initial command to 
the system for getting a valid id. A recipient may also specifies to listen and 
read messages from a particular sender. 
dest - destinated recipient id. The sender may specifies the destinated recipient 
of the message. However, the message is not guaranteed to be received by 
that process. It will only be received only if the recipient listen to the port 
and read the messages queued there. 
key - message key for message mapping. The key allows the sender and the 
recipient to build an agreed message system on their own. The recipient may 
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specify a key value for the message key the expect to retrieve. 
A wild value A N Y V A L U E can be put in the key field by the sender and the 
recipient, the recipient may also specify a mask to specifies which bit is to 
be considered during the comparison of key value. 
The message header is fixed at 10 bytes. The design of this compact message 
header is to reduce the overhead in transferring messages. The saving will be very 
significant especially when the message content is small. 
3.5 Message Content - Control Message 
The message content of data message is fi.ee structure. There is a predefined 
structure for control message as follow: 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 
+ + + + + + - — + + + + +—— 
1 cmdid 丨 parmi 丨 parmc Z 
+ + + + + + + + + + + — 
cmdid - command id. Each of the system service command has an id number. 
The user has to specifies the command id so as to invoke the command. 
parmi - integer parameter. This field provide an optional integer parameter for 
the commands. It is not necessaiy for the field to be filled. A command may 




parmc - string parameter. This field provide an optional character string field 
for the commands. It is not necessary for the field to be filled. A command 
may leave the field undefined. The length of the parmc field is calculated by 
(value of len field in message header minus length of cmdid and parmi) 
cmdid - command id. Each of the system service command has an id 
Any command that find the structure inefficient for its use may redefine a new 
structure. Users of such commands should interpret the message content as data 
content. They should fill the content using the new structure. 
3.6 Message Transfer Functions 
Message are transferred only when the process is connected to the system. The 
control connection is used for the transfer of commands, which describe the func-
tions to be performed, and the replies to these commands. Several commands are 
concerned with processes creation and initialization. Some commands are con-
cerned with process synchronization and group operations. A number of control 
information are stored in every processes for communication purpose: 
mesgi - message structure contains the least received message from the system. 
mesgo - message structure contains the message ready to be submitted to the 
system. 
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padd - id of parent process. This is an optional field. If a process is not started 
by through control-level protocol, that process will have no parent and the 
field is left undefined. 
myadd - id of the current process itself, 
cup_init 
C Synopsis - void cup_init(void) 
The routine enrolls the calling process into CUP and gets a unique system id for 
this process, cup_init should only be called once in each process. On successful, 
the fields m),add, mesgi and mesgo will be initialized to a proper value. 
cup_startproc 
C Synopsis - void cup_startproc(char * pname, ProcAdd * childadd) 
The routine starts an instance of the program stated in the parameter. A successful 
calling of the routine will will return with a valid system id being put in childadd. 
The new task may be started in anywhere within the cup environment. 
cup_exit 
C Synopsis - void cup_exit(void) 
The routine informs the cup environment that the calling process is leaving CUP. 
This routine does not kill the process. The calling process can continue to perform 
tasks without the support the cup environment. 
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cup__initsend 
C Synopsis - int cup_initsend(void) 
The routine clears the message bufFer mesgo. The cleared buffer is ready for packing 
a new message. 
cup_send 
C Synopsis - int cup_send(ProcAdd recipient, int type) 
The routine submits the message in message buffer mesgo to the cup environment. 
A successful return of the function indicates that the message is submitted to the 
environment. However, there is no indication that the recipient has received the 
message. The wild value A N Y V A L U E can be put in recipient, type is the key of 
the message for comparison purpose. 
cup_recv 
C Synopsis - int cup_recv(ProcAdd sender, int type, int mask) 
The routine tries to get a message from the sender with type and mask matched. 
If there is no matched message, the calling process will be blocked until a suitable 
message comes. A successful return of the function will update the message bufFer 
mesgi with the retrieved message. The wild value A N Y V A L U E can be put in 
sender, type is the key of the message and the mask indicates the bits that are 
effective in comparison. 
cup_multicast 
C Synopsis - int cup_mcast(ProcAdd * recids, int numrecid, int type) 
2 0 
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The routine sends message in message buffer mesgo to all recipients listed in recips. 
The number of recipients is stored in nuinrecip and the key of the message is stored 
in type. The recipient uses cup_recv to receive the message. 
cup_barrier 
； C Synopsis - int cup_barrier (ProcAdd 氺 bars, int numbar, int btype) 
The routine synchronizes a number of processes listed in bars. The processes take 
part will stop for a period at the same time and resume. Upon return of the 
routine, the synchronization is performed. 
cup_joingroup 
C Synopsis - int cup_joingroup(char 氺 groupname) 
If a group with groupname already exists, the calling process will join it. If the 
group does not yet exist, a new group named groupname will be created and the 
calling process will join it. The routine will return the number of processes in the 
group including the calling process. 
cup_lvgroup 
C Synopsis - int cup_lvgroup(char * groupname) 
The calling process will leave the group with groupname. The routine will return 
the number of remaining processes in the group after the calling process left it. 
cup_gbcast 
C Synopsis - int cup_gbcast(char * groupname, int btype) 
The calling routine will send the message in mesgo to all the process in the group 
2 1 
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named groupname. The type of the message is btype. The calling process will also 
receive a copy of the message. 
cup_(u)pk* 
C Synopsis - int cup_(u)pkT(T value) 
T e {int, short, long, char, float, double, ProcAdd}. This is a set of routines 
for data types packing and unpacking. Each packing routine has a corresponding 
unpacking routine. The packing routine automatically updates the mesgo and the 
unpacking routine automatically retrieves message from mesgi. 
cup_pkbyte 
C Synopsis — int cup_(u)pkbyte(byte 氺 bpointer, int numbyte) 
This routine packs numbyte pointed by the bpointer into the message buffer mesgo. 
cup_upkbyte 
C Synopsis 一 int cup_upkbyte(byte * bpointer, int * numbyte) 
This routine unpacks numbyte pointed by the bpointer into the message buffer 
mesgo. The number of bytes stored in the number variable pointed by numbyte. 
3.7 Application Development 
Application programs use CUP as a general and flexible computing resource that 
supports message-passing model of parallel computation. This resource provides 






architecture is completely hidden from the applications. Programs developed using 
C U P are architecture independent. Such design frees the application developer 
from having to take care of properties of different architecture. Exploiting the 
strength of a particular architecture is the responsibility of people who implement 
C U P on that platform. 
One ofthe most widely used parallel programming model is the master-slave model. 
Master-slave model provide a simple and general model for parallel application 
development. In the model, there is a master program. The role of the master 
program is to split a job, that could be parallelize, in to n pieces. Then the master 
program distribute the n jobs to the rn slaves, for m < n. In cases where m > n, 
it automatically reduces to the case where m 二 n and there will be m - n idle 
slaves. The job of slave program is to perforin the computation. The partial result 
computed by the slaves will be return to the master. The master have to combine 
the partial results into a complete result. A program structure for the simplest 
form of master-slave is shown in list 1. In the program structure, there are n jobs 
and rn slaves where n = rn. 
/* Master Program */ 
#include "cup.h" 
#define NUMSLAVE 10 
#define DATA 20 
#define RESULT 30 
main() 
{ 






for (i = 0; i < NUMSLAVE; i ++) 
j cup_startproc("hello",&childadd[i])； 
i for (i = 0; i < NUMSLAVE; i ++){ 
cup_initsend (); 
\ /* split job and pack data */ 
‘ cup_send(childadd[i],DATA)； 
丨 } 
for (i = 0; i < NUMSLAVE; i ++){ 
cup_recv(childadd[i],RESULT)； 




\ /* Slave Program */ 
#include "cup.h" 
； #include "cup.h" 
#define DATA 20 
#define RESULT 30 
main() { 
cup_init()； 
i cup_recv(padd, DATA)； 
/* unpack data and calculate partial result */ 
cup_initsend (); 





List 1. - program structure for master-slave model where n = m 
In iiiaiiv cases, the imiiiber ()f johs is v(�ry large and thc size ofjol), say thc iiumbcr *•' 
I of instructions required to coiiipute the partial result, is v(�ry tiiiy. Uridcr tliesc 
[• 
condition, creating exactly the nuiiiher of slaves tlmt e(iuals the iiiirnber of jobs and 
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I each slave serve one job is very costly. It is because the creation of process is known 
1 to be costy and the life span of these slaves is very short. Hence the overhead in 
:• 
creating process coiild be much greater than the actual cost in computation. A 
i 
enhanced version of master-slave model is shown in list 2. In the listmg, the number 
.••1 
； of jobs is greater than than the number of slaves. A job queue is created and the 
j 
‘ 
jobs will be distributed to the slave one by one. In some design, each the jobs are 
evenly assigned to the slaves. Each slave will be assigned�n/m] or L^i/rri�jobs. In 
i oiir approach, the slave after finisliiiig a job will be assigned a new job immediately 
j 
； until all the jobs are completed. The merit of this approach is to keep all the slave 
1 busy instead of having some slaves have a lengthy queue of jobs while some others 
I 
are left idle. 
• I 
j /* Master Program */ 
1 #include "cup.h" 
#define NUMSLAVE 10 
1 #define NUMJOB 500 
#define DATA 20 
#define RESULT 30 
main() 
{ 
int n, m; 
ProcAdd childadd[NUMSLAVE]； 
ProcAdd thischild; 
Job job [NUMJOB]； 
cup_init()； 
for (n = 0; n < NUMSLAVE; n ++) 
cup_startproc("hello",&childadd[i])； 
•^ 
i for (m = 0; m < NUMJOB; m ++){ 
/* split task into NUMJOB jobs and put into job[m] */ 
} 
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/* send one job for each slave */ 
for (n = 0; n < NUMSLAVE; n ++){ 
cup_initsend (); 
/* pack data for job[n] */ 
cup_send(childadd[n],DATA)； 
} 
/* send job to the slave that is free */ 
for (m = NUMSLAVE; m < NUMJOB; m ++) { 
cup_recv(ANYVALUE,RESULT)； 
cup_upkProcAdd (&thischild)； 
/* unpack result and concate final result */ 
cup_initsend ()； 
/* pack data for j ob [m] */ 
cup_send(thischild,DATA)； 
} 
/* get remaining result from slave and terminal slaves */ 
for (n = 0; n < NUMSLAVE; n ++){ 
cup_recv(ANDVALUE,RESULT)； 
cup_upkProcAdd (&thischild)； 
/* unpack result and concate final result */ 
cup_initsend 0 ; 





/* Slave Program */ 
#include "cup.h" 
#define DATA 20 
#define RESULT 30 
main() { 
cup_init()； 
for (;;) { 
cup_recv(padd, DATA)； 
if (length of DATA == 0) break; 










List 2. - program structure for master-slave model where n => m 
The program constructs of CUP provides a set of flexible tools for the parallel appli-
cation developers. There are no limitations to the programming paradigm a C U P 
user may choose. Different models for parallel programming ma), also be applied 
using the CUP message passing resource. These models include pipeline, single 
program multiple machine (SPMD), multiple program multiple machine (MPMD) 
and etc. The choice of a proper programming model is up to the experience and 





The project is to develop a parallel processing architecture based on Pentium P C 
and SCSI bus. A low cost parallel machine, that could be used to implement fine 
to coarse grain algorithms, is built. The current implementation is essentially a 
message passing based multiple computer system. 
The complete architecture consists of three layers: Application Support, Local 
Message Routing, Network Message Routing. The implementation of the three 
layers supports the functions in the specification of our new protocol namely CUP. 
The infrastructure and the implementation ofthe system is code named as IRI. The 
current implementation is based on the existence of the SMQ and SCSI hardware 
and device driver. The relationship of the entities is depicted in fig 4.1. The 
Application Support Layer provide an interface and environment to the parallel 
applications using the IRI system. The Local Message Routing Layer is responsible 
for distributing messages with the same host. The Network Message Routing Layer 
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is responsible for getting messages from the Local Message Routing System and 
distribute the network messages to the Local Message Routing S3^stem on the 
correct host. Once a network message arrives the Network Message Routing Layer 
for the correct host, it will be passed to the Local Message Routing Layer. 
一 一 一 — — — • : > C — — 一 〜 〜 ^ 、 
r ^ ' : : K ' ^ > ^ ' ' ^ 
( c l i e n t ) [ client H ^ client ) [ client ； 
^ " T p ^ l i c a t i o n T p ^ ^ _ > “ application “ 
support support 
’ ~ ^ , T X T 
local messgae local messgae 
routing <_ > routing 
^ \ 
remote messge remote messge 




I — — _ _ ^ ^ 
Figure 4.1: Architecture of IRI system 
Our work is performed on the following platform: 
Intel based PC -
Intel based PC is chosen as the basic build block of our system for it is eco-
nomic and popular. The sole use of Intel as our build block of the IRI system 
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.1 
restricts the resulting system to be an homogeneous system. It is unusual to 
build a multiple computer basing on homogeneous machines. It is because 
networks usually consists of a wide variety of machines from different ven-
dors. It is believed that building a homogeneous s3,stem will under utilize 
the computing power of a network of workstations (NOW). On the other 
hand, building an heterogeneous system, the difference in representation of 
data structure has to be take care. This includes the length of different data 
structures, and the order of bit and byte. These difference in representa-
tion would induce overhead in communication. Since the IRI system is to 
support high volume of small messages, lower overhead in communication is 
preferred. The existing system consists of four identical Pentium machines. 
The computing power of the machines are of the same level. Identical ma-
chines are used because the system is to support highly coupled application. 
Studies shown that, running highly coupled parallel applications on a mul-
tiple computer with different machines, the performance will degrade to the 
level of the slowest processing unit. 
Adaptec 2940w SCSI Adapter -
At the very beginning of the project, the Adaptec 2940w SCSI adapter is 
the only available SCSI adapter that supports FAST-WIDE SCSI protocol 
Aic95, ANS94, Sch95]. The adapter supports 10 MHz and 16 bit wide data 
transfer. The Adaptec 2940w is a single chip host adapter. The chip on 
the adapter is AIC-7870 which provides advanced host adapter features with 
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SCSI-2 bus controller and a full featured PCI 32-bit bust master. The AIC-
7870 incorporates a dedicated processor, the SCSI Phase Engine, which is 
a RISC sequencer. Scratch R A M on tlie adapter allows much of the SCSI 
instructions to be off loaded from the kernel. The Sequencer runs at 10 
/ 
MHz. It phrase the SCSI instructions and operates the SCSI BUS. As a 
result, the host CUP is free from handling the most SCSI operations. In 
our implementation, the host adapter automatically handles all SCSI phases 
in a initiator mode. In target mode, the only job done by the kernel is to 
allocate memory space for storing the incoming data. The kernei is drives 
the sequencer through direct register accesses. The sequencer informs the 
kernel of events through PC Interrupt system. 
FreeBSD 2.0.5 Operating System -
The FreeBSD Operating System is a variant of the 4.4 BSD-Lite Operating 
System from the University of California at Berkeley [LeM90]. The operating 
system is stable and well documented. Since much of the work has to be done 
within the kernel, the stability and documentation of the OS becomes an very 
important in the choice of OS. It provides a preemptive multitasking and 
multiuser environment for its user. The entire source code of the operating 
: system is freely available. Kernel facilities like the SMQ and device drivers 
could be added when needed [Paj91]. Besides, FreeBSD is a very popular 
platform that many other parallel environment tools are official ported and 





The above platform could easily be built using ofF-the-shelf hardware. It is easy 
1 to upgrade and expand. 
4.1 Application Supper 
The Application Support Layer (ASL) provides a transparent environment to the 
tools and applications running on the message routing system. Clients attached 
to this layer are capable of sending and receiving messages through the system. 
They are also served by a number of system processes. The lower layers of the 
system provide essentially only simple message sending and receiving functions. 
The operations specified in our CommUnication Protocol (CUP) are implemented 
as a function library {CUPLIB) with which clients have to be linked. In other 
words, C U P describes what functions have to be supported and CUPLIB is how the 
functions are supported. It supports the functions stated in C U P on oiir hardware 
and operating environment. The latest implementation is based on the knowledge 
of the underlying platform and optimized for this platform. SMQ system k SCSI 
device is used in passing messages. The implementation is system dependent and 
is not portable to the other platforms unless the corresponding SMQ & SCSI 
) interfaces are also ported. 
； Each client attached to the system is assigned an unique id, which is also used its 
communication port id. Client processes use the library calls to send and receive 











system process that serve the clients. It is also implemented using the CUPLIB 
function library. It carries out special requests from other clients on both the same 
host and the remote hosts. It is also responsible for maintaining and monitoring 
the operation of the environment. Example of requests handled by the command 
handler are creation of child process (local/remote), multicast and etc. 
For easy implementation, the ProcAdd structure is subdivided into two fields in 
the CUPLIB: HOSTID and LOCPID. 
0 1 2 + + + 
I HOSTID I LOCPID | 
+ + + 
ProcAdd 
HOSTID - Host id on which a process resides. 
LOCPID - Local process id of a process on the local host. 
The HOSTID in the current implementation is an id assigned to each of hosts on 
the IRI system. The LOCPID is a unique id of a client process within the local IRI 
environment. This structure is limits the number of hosts of to be 255 and number 
of client on each of the hosts be 255. In addition, it prohibit the investigation of 
other problems such as process migration strategies using the system. However, 
the implementation of the other parts of the s),stem is much simplified. Besides, 
the aim of the project is to build a parallel system using a high speed data link 
and low cost machines. The limitations introduced does not affect our studies. 
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A copy of the command server is located iii cacli ()f liast. inadiiiies. Tlic systern id 
of command server is Ox?l. All tli(�system i)roccsscs arc assigned fixed system ids. 
In the current iinplemeiitatioii, tlic well 0x7[1..10] arc i.(�s(�iv(�d for system processes 
i 
and are known as well known system ids. All tlic cliciit of tlic system could assume 
that the system ids ar(�statically assigned to fixed syst(un i)n)(:(�ss(�s. Therefore t.h(� 
client may (:ominuiiicate witli tliciii and r(�qu(�st. for s(Tvi(.(�s. 
The C U P does not spccify any iiiiplcineiitatioii dotail of thc functions to h(�sup-
ported. In the CUPLIB, tlic detail of tlie fiiiictions is dcscrilxxl. Tlics(； functions 
are impleiiiented \isiiig tlic l)asic soiid and i.(�c(�iv(! facilitics. Tlic CUPLIB is csseii-
tialh^ a scries of convmum.cation scqucncc bctwceii clicnt-cliciit aiid di(�iit.-(:()imimii(l 
scrvcr for acliicving th(�tasks. Tli(�s(�qu(�iic(\s is pi()(h�fiiK�d nnd agrc(�d and the ac-
tual scKiuciicc is lii(l(lcn from t.h(�clients. 
T l i ( � C U P L I B is still under (levelopiiKnit. The group ()i)()iat,i()iis specified in t,h() 
C U P is iiiipleinciitc(l by another group of people and will not bc described licrc. 
4.1.1 Send and Receive 
The application support laycr provides facilities for asyiicliroiious iricssage passing. 
The sender after seiidiiig tlie iii(^ssage, will return to work. It makes iio assumption 
()ii when the recipieiit-coukl-be will gct the message. A task may issue a receive 
command ignoring whether there is message in tlie message qii(nie. However, it will 
be blocked until its message qiieiie is iion-empty (Figure 4.2,4.3). The users may 







use the asynchronous message passing facilities to support synchronous message 
passing if it is required. Send and receive are primitive commands in the librai.y. 
Task 2 in Local Machine Task 2 in Remote 
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( ^ a s k 2 ^ ( T a s k 2 、 ） 
C 5 ^ D _ ^ ^ 7 / 
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Figure 4.2: Sending Message to Local/Remote Receiver 
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Figure 4.3: State Diagram of Client Process and Timeline of Client 
4.1.2 Multicast 
Multicast allows a sender to send a message to a group of receivers. The group of 
receivers may or may not include the sender. The multicast command is imple-










for all rec in rec_list 
msg_send (rec) 
end 
As from the above pseudo code, the implementation of the multicast is very simple. 
The sender passes a list of recipients to the routine. The routine sends the message 
to each of the recipients. The recipient uses the recv routine to receive the message. 
4.1.3 Barrier Synchronization 
Many problems can be solved by using algorithms that iterat,ively compute better 
approximations to an answer, until an acceptable solution is arrived. Multiple 
processes may be used to look after disjointed partial solutions. The solution of 
stage n must be completed before stage n + 1 may started. In other words, all 
the processes must be synchronized before starting the next stage. This form of 
synchronization is known as barrier synchronization. To perform barrier synchro-
nization, all the processes involved have to arrive the barrier before any may pass 






if i am first member in barrier_list 
for all barrier_member in barrier_list 
wait for barrier message 
init barrier end message 









init barrier message 
丨 msg_send (barrier message) 
msg_receive (barrier end message) 
endif 
end 
p1 p2 p3 pn 
� T I ] 
7 z * —— 
/ iLt___<"""-"--""^ •••--- w barrier 
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Figure 4.4: Barrier Synchronization of a number of processes 
4.1.4 Start and Delete Process 
A task may instruct the command server to start a child task and subsequently 
delete it. The start function will cause the caller to block until a reply containing 
the id of the new process is returned from the command server is received. After 
issusing the delete instruction, the caller may assume that the commander will 
finish the task properly and it will not be blocked (figure 4.5). Both the start and 
delete process are implemented using send and receive commands. 
Client 
startproc deleteproc 
input proc name input proc id 
output proc id begin 
begin init command message 
init command message msg_send(to command server) 





I / msg_recv (start) 
I -'Z - I 
msg_send \ Blocked — startproc 
I ^A. I 
^ ^ ^ msg_recv (end) 
I 
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blocked 丨 > ^ ^ 
I ^ new proc start 
msg_send ~ ~ — ^^^^^^^^ | 
丨 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~^  msg_recv 
^ ^ ^ msg_send ~~ 
z ‘^ I 
msg_recv ^ 
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^ ^ msg_recv (end) 
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kill system call — - — _ _ _ _ _ 
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Figure 4.5: Action of startproc and deleteproc 
msg_recv(from command server) 




while receive command message 
begin 
extract parameter from message 
if command startproc 
start new proc to execlv(proc name) 
send parent id and proc id to new proc 
send proc id to parent 
if command deleteproc 





4.2 Local Message Routing 
The Local Message Routing Layer (LMRL) accepts submission and request of 
messages from the clients. It also passes and gets network messages from the 
Network Message Routing Layer (NMRL). The LMRL defines a set of mechanism 
for enveloping and un-enveloping a C U P message into the format supported by 
the IPC facilities used. In general, any IPC facilities can be used to support local 
message routing. In our project, Berkeley socket and System V Message Queue 
have ever been used in routing local messages. In the latest system, SMQ was 
developed for supporting the Local Message Passing Layer. With respect to the 
Local Message Routing layer, all the messages from clients in any remote host are 
of no difference. They are collectively known as network messages. There is no 
difference between a message to host A and a message to host B. There is also no 
difference between messages to client C1, client C2 on host A and client C3 on 
host B. However, the Local Message Routing Layer does differentiate messages to 
different clients on the local host (fig 4.6.) There is a l:n (Network:Local Clients) 
relationship according to the LMRL. 
Using different IPC, the implementation of the LMRL will be very different. In 
the following sections, the implementation using the three different IPCs: Berkeley 
socket, System V Message Queue and SMQ will be discussed. In each implementa-
tion, two interfaces: ciip_send and cup_recv are provided to the application support 
layer. The applications have to link with the library containing the interface. The 
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Figure 4.6: Local Message Routing Layer 
internal implementation of the LMRL is hidden from the upper layer. 
4.2.1 Berkeley Socket 
T C P socket was first IPC used in implementing the LMRL. In this implementation, 
each of the clients has a T C P socket for sending and receiving messages. The 
following statements are used in read and writing to a socket: 
int cup_send(ProcAdd todest, short int outtype) { 
out.type = SEND; 
out.mesgo.key = outtype； 
memcpy (&(mesgo.src), &(myadd), sizeof (ProcAdd))； 
memcpy (&(mesgo.dest), &(todest), sizeof(ProcAdd)); 
write(portfd, tout, out.mesgo. len + 3)； 
}"' 
int cup_recv(ProcAdd frsrc, short int intype) { 
• • • 
in.type = RECV; 
in.key = intype； 
j memcpy (&(in.src), &(frsrc), sizeof(ProcAdd)); 
j 40 
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j memcpy (&(in.dest), &(myadd), sizeof(ProcAdd)); 
I write(portfd, &in, 7)； 
,j read(portfd, tin.mesgi, 4); 
I read(portfd, tin.mesgi.src, in.mesgi.len)； 
i 
> 
The T C P socket is not a selective but the LMRL has to support selective message 
'i 
retrieval. In our design, a local message server collects all the message and a 
message system was designed for submitting and retrieving messages. The message 
server holds a table that maps a socket port to a CUP communication port. It 
also maintains a list of messages to be retrieved by local clients. A list of messages 
requested by the clients is also maintained (fig 4.7) Clients submit two types of 
messages to tlie message center: 1. send message k 2. request message. The 
format of the messages are shown below. The simple message system between the 
client and the message center is applied to control the flow of application level 
messages. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
+ + + + + + + + 
|type|reserved | CUP message Z 
+ + + + + + + + 
send message header 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
+——+——+——+——+——+——+——+——+——+ + 
1 len I src I dest I key I +——+——+——+——+——+——+——+——+ + + 
cup message header 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
+ + + + + + + + 
j | t y p e | s r c I d e s t |key I 
^ 
J 
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Figure 4.7: T C P Socket Implementation of Local Message Routing Layer 
+ + + + + + + + 
send message header 
type - the type of the message. This is a control field the informs the message 
server program whether the clients want to send or receive a message. 











The other fields are of the same definition as in CUP. The message format is 
； designed to minimize the number of read operations required over the socket port. 
The length of send message header is 3 bytes. The length of the receive message 
header is 7 byte. Hence, the length of a send message header together with the 
length field of a C U P message equals that of a receive message. This design 
requires two socket reading for send message and one for receive message. In the 
first read, the message server reads 7 bytes. If it is a receive message, the operation 
is complete. If it is a send message, the length field of the C U P message is used 
to calculate the number of remaining bytes to be read. The interaction sequence 
between the client and the message server for sending and receiving messages is 
depicted in fig 4.8. In the figure, Case I is the situation that when the recipient 
request for message, the sender has already submitted it. Case II is the situation 
that the sender submits the message after the recipient request for it. 
Sending a message is a comparatively simpler operation. It is a one-pass operation. 
The sender passes the message to the message center through the port. After 
submitting the message, the sender may consider the operation as finished and 
return to its work. The message server, checks if there is already a recipient 
waiting this message. If the answer is positive, it will send the message to that 
recipient. Otherwise, the message will be put into the message list. 
Receiving a message is a two-pass operation. The recipient submits the received 
message to the message server than it will block and wait for the requested message. 
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Figure 4.8: Interaction Between Message Server and Clients 
The message server, after receiving that message will check if there exists any C U P 
message fits the requirements. If there exists such a message, the message will be 
removed from the message list and pass to the recipient. Otherwise, the request 
of the recipient will be put into the request list. The request list will be checked 
each time a new message is submitted from the local clients or from the Network 
Message Routing Layer. 
The T C P socket provides a reliable mean for IPC. The message server together 
with the T C P socket provides a reliable and selective message passing system. 
However, when performance is an concern, the T C P socket implementation does 
not provides a satisfactory result. The performance of local passing routing is 










too high for our target applications which creates large volume of small messages. 
I It is found that the poor performance is resulted from the internal performance 
i 
I 
of the T C P socket. In addition, the use of a message server also degrades the 
performance. It is because, a task switch is resulted in each local message pass. 
The cost of task switching is also part of the communication cost. 
4.2.2 System V Message Queue 
The System V Message Queue is an IPC that limits to a support the communication 
between processes on the same host. In its implementation, all messages are stored 
in the kernel. It is possible for a process to put a message into the queue and have 
the message get by another process at a later time. In contrast with T C P socket 
implementation in wliicli every client has to make a connection to the message 
server, all clients can read message and write to a single multiplexed message 
queue. The System V Message Queue supports key matching in message retrieving 
and the key can be used to multiplex the queue. 
int cup_send(ProcAdd todest, short int outtype) { 
mesgo.mesg_type = myadd 丨（todest<<sizeof (ProcAdd))； 
mesg_send(que•idwrite, &mesgo)； 
} 
int cup_recv(ProcAdd frsrc, short irrt irrtype) { 
mesgi.mesg_type = frsrc | (myadd<<sizeof (ProcAdd))； 
mesg_recv (que.idread, &mesgi)； 
} 
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The Message Queue supports a 4 byte length key matching. To simplify the op-
eration, the C U P specified support for type matching is not included in the this 
implementation. The src and dest field is packed into the 4 byte key for message 
matching. A message server plays a different role than that in the T C P implemen-
tation. In the T C P implementation, all the messages are stored in the message 
server. The message server is also responsible for matching the key submitted by 
clients and that of messages, and, pass messages to recipients. In the System V 
Message Queue implementation, the role of message server is in fact a multiplexer. 
The implementation is depicted in fig 4.9. The only work of the message server 
is to move message from incoming queue to outgoing queue. It also has to pass 
the network messages to the lower layer. However, the Network Message Routing 
Layer simply puts the input messages from the network into the input queue for the 
sake of performance. It is to reduce the work or message server and the frequence 
task switching. The direction is with respect to the clients. All the messages are 
stored in the kernel and the System V Message Queue facility is responsible for 
the job of key matching. 
The use of System V Message Queue is an partial implementation. It is used to 
evaluate the performance difference between different IPCs. It boost up the perfor-
mance of local message routing by more than 3 times of the T C P implementation. 
This implementation is considered satisfactory. Though some problems observed 
in the T C P implementation are still applied. The problems are: process switching 
for each message passing, unnecessary memory copy operations. Detail studies of 
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Figure 4.9: Message Queue Implementation of Local Message Routing Layer 
the System V Message Queue shown that better performance could be resulted by 
avoiding un-necessary memory copy operations. In the System V Message Queue, 
tliere are at least 2 memory c0p3^  operations occurred for each message passing. 
One copy is occurred when the sender puts the message content into the Queue. 
The other copy is occurred when the message is moved to the recipient's message 
buffer. 
4.2.3 Shared Memory Queue SMQ 
The design of the Shared Memory Queue is in fact a combination of the System 
V Message Queue and the T C P Socket implementation. In also make use shared 
memory to improve the overall performance. The design of the SMQ to makes 
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it suitable to be connected with the Application Support Layer. It provides a 
number of interface for flexibility and the interface provided by the LMRL to the 
Application Support Layer are as follows: 
int cup_send(ProcAdd todest, short int outtype) { 
mesgo.type = outtype; 
memcpy (&(mesgo.src), t(myadd), sizeof(ProcAdd)); 
memcpy (&(mesgo.dest), t(todest), sizeof(ProcAdd))； 




int cup_recv(ProcAdd frsrc, short int intype) { 
smqdeloc (mesgi)； 
mesgi.type = intype； 
memcpy (&(mesgi • src), &(frsrc), sizeof (ProcAdd)); 
memcpy (&(mesgi . dest), t(myadd), sizeof (ProcAdd))； 
smqdeque (&mesgi, OxFFFF)； 
} 
The main component of the LMRL layer is the SMQ facility. The SMQ key fields 
provide a direct mapping to the CUP srd, dest and key fields. The architecture of 
the implementation using SMQ is depicted in fig 4.10. There's no message server 
in the SMQ implementation. All the comparison are performed with the kernel 
and minimum task switching is required. The most significant bit of the key field 
in the C U P message is used to identify whether the message is a local or network 
message. When the client submits a message, the ASL sets the bit properly. The 
Network Message Routing Subsystem is also attached to the SMQ. It will use the 
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mask to get all the network messages from the SMQ. It also put the incoming 
network messages into the SMQ for retrieving by local clients. Before the message 
are put, the bit is reset by the NMRL. 
^ ^ C ^ ( ^ 
Client 1 Client 2 Client n 
^ ¾ > ^ 
SMQ ^ __1 
Network 
Message Routing 
Figure 4.10: SMQ Implementation of Local Message Routing Layer 
4.3 Network Message Routing 
The Network Message Routing Layer (LMRL) is essentially an multiplexer that 
routes messages between its local host and a network of hosts (l:n). It only dis-
tinguish messages to and from different hosts. However, it does not distinguish 
messages to Client A or Client B on any host. It provides a transparency to the 
upper layers that the environment is a network of computers. A system process, 
network message router, is implemented to distribute messages to and from LMRL 
on the remote hosts (fig 4.11.) Two different implementations have been devel-
oped. One uses a 10 Mbit Ethernet and TCP Socket The other uses the SCSI 








I layers before the SCSI Link is available. The SCSI Link is the final version used 
1 
in the IRI system. 
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Figure 4.11: Net.work Message Routing Layer 
The performance of the NMRL depends highly on the performances of the under-
lying network, the protocol of the network, the protocol that utilizes the network 
and the quality of the hardware device driver. The architecture of the NMRL is 
veiy different in the two implementations. There is a large gap in the performance 
of the different NMRL implementation. The SCSI Link provides a much faster 
throughput and the reason will be explained later. In the both implementations, 
the maximum number of hosts is limited to 15. Each of the hosts have a unique 
•i 
host id on the network. 









4.3.1 Ethernet & TCP Socket 
In the Ethernet implementation, the hosts are by to a 10 Base/2 co-axial cable. 
The maximum data rate of the cable is 10 Mbit/sec. The media is know as a 
C S M A / C D . The network runs a IEEE-802 LAN protocol. The network adapter 
is the 3Com Etheiiink III. The device driver of the adapter card consists of about 
2000 lines of source code. T C P Socket is used to connect the network message 
routers. All the network routers are fully connected (fig 4.12.) The figure shows 
the case where there are 4 hosts in the system and the hosts are fully connected. 
Host A 
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Local Message , 
Routing Layer ^, ‘ socket 1 peernmrll 
t , , , socket 2 peer nmrl 2 
\ h “ " ： ， I 
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^^=^_T!I_^^^ 
Figure 4.12: T C P Socket Implementation of Network Message Routing Layer 
In this implementation, the network message router maintains a table of T C P 
socket and host id in the IRI system. It listens to the local message routing layer 
for outgoing message. When an outgoing message is received, the target host id 







sent to that socket. The network message router also listens to all the socket that 
i connected to the peer netwoi.k message routers. Whenever a message comes, it 
I 
pass it into the local message routing layer. 
4.3.2 SCSI Link 
In the SCSI Link implementation, all the hosts are connected to a parallel SCSI 
cable. The maximum throughput of the SCSI Link is 20 Mbyte/sec. The network 
message router directly communicate the SCSI device driver to pass messages to 
and from the network (fig 4.13.) In order words, there is only the SCSI protocol 
runs on the network. The network router is directly accessing the network. The 
complexity of device driver for the SCSI adapter is much liigher than that of the 
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Figure 4.13: SCSI Link Implementation of Network Message Routing Layer 
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: Message Routing Layer and the SCSI device driver for messages. Messages from 
. the L M R L is simply passed to the SCSI device driver using the send entry point 
广 
4 
provided. Similarly, messages from the SCSI device driver is passed to the LRML 
with processing. Iii order words, it behaviors as a simple conveyer belt that con-
nects the L M R L and the SCSI device driver. The scsimsg structure is designed 
. to overlap with a LRML layer message. Therefore, no additional processing is 















System Supporting Facilities 
Two kernel facilities are designed and developed to support the operation of the IRI 
system. They are the Selective Memory Queue (SMQ) and the SCSI Device Driver. 
They are not part of the IRI system architecture. In order words, they could be 
replaced by other facilities if equivalent functions and interfaces are available. The 
Selective Memory Queue is used in the Local Message Routing Layer. It provides 
a low cost interprocess communication facility for process within the same hosts. 
The SCSI Device Driver is used by the Network Message Routing Layer. It allows 
the IRI system to use the high speed SCSI Bus. 
I . 
5.1 Kernel Message Support 
'j 
i In previous versions of IRI, Berkeley Socket and System V Message Queue are used 
( 
for local message passing. The performance of systems using these IPC facilities 









found that message queue outperforms socket a lot. This is due to the internal 
simplicity of message queue as compared to socket. To pass a local message, 
sockets have to loop messages through the protocol layers. The majority cost 
spent in message queue is the memory copy operation. To pass an message using 
the System V Message Queue, two memory copy operations are required. One copy 
occurs when the message is duplicated to the message queue. The other occurs 
when the message is copied from the queue to the recipient. 
广 ^ r~ ^ 
client 1 \ ^ client 2 






Figure 5.1: T C P Socket Message Passing 
The Shared Memory Queue (SMQ) is developed to further reduce the message 
passing cost due to memory coping. It is implemented as a system service. The 
internal of the SMQ is equipped with a common memory pool and two queues. 
The memory pool is split into segments. The segments are the place where actual 
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message contents stored. One of the queues stores the starting address, length 
and other attributes of memory segments. The other queue stores the processes 
that slept and waiting for messages. All the client processes have to attach to 
the memory pool for communication. Before putting a message into the queue, a 
process have to claim a memoiy slot for holding its data. After moving the data 
into the memory slot, it enqueue the memory slot to the kernel with the keys that 
identify the message. The kernel will take care of the slot until a process ask for a 
message with keys matched. The memory slot will then be assigned to the recipient 
process. It will not be released until the recipient reuse the slot and enqueue it or 
explicitly declaim it. A process may hold more than one memory slot at any time 
after attachment and before detachment. 
Within the kernel, the SMQ monitors the utilization of the message queue and the 
memory pool. It also keeps track of the blocked processes waiting for messages. 
There are totally three key fields. A message is received if and 0nl3, if all the keys 
specified by both sender and recipient could be match. If A N Y K E Y V A L U E is put 
in a field, then the comparison result of that field is always true. 
The SMQ system provides 6 interfaces to the user of the system. 
smqinit - Tliis system call provides a mean for the user of the system to initialize 
the SMQ system. Once the function is invoked, the complete SMQ will be 
cleared. All the queues are flushed. All the segments will be removed and 
return to the memory pool. 
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smqgid - This system call allows the user processes to attach to the SMQ system. 
The calling process provide a key for of the expected queue system. If the 
key matches with the key of the existing system, the calling process will be 
allowed to use SMQ. Otherwise, an error will be returned. 
smqloc - This system call is used to request a memory segment from the memory 
pool. The size of segments available is limited to the size of the memory pool 
or the segment with maximum size in the pool. If the memory pool or the 
queue is full, an error will be returned. The case which the requested size is 
larger than the available size will also cause an error. 
smqdeloc - This system call is used to return an allocated memory segment to the 
memory pool. The processes should free all the allocated memory segment 
before exit. Freeing and iinlocated segment will return with an error status. 
smqenque - The processes use this call to enqueue an message to the SMQ 
system. Three keys that identifies the message have to be submitted with 
the message. Enqueuing an message with an unallocated memoiy segment 
or with a segment not allocated to the calling process is an error. 
smqdeque - The user processes use this call to request for messages. The request 
of an unexisting message will cause the calling process to be blocked. The 
slept process will be wakeup until a message that matches the request. 





S U B M I T T E D . F R E E segments are the segments that is not assigned to any pro-
cesses. After an initialization of the SMQ system, the whole memoiy pool is treated 
as a segment with F R E E status. A L L O C A T E D segments are those segments that 
are assigned to a process. They are cut from F R E E segments. The owner of the 
A L L O C A T E D segments could access that segment without any limitation. The 
owner of an A L L O C A T E D segment, after putting the content into the segment, 
will pass it to the SMQ system. The segment will be marked as S U B M I T T E D . An 
S U B M I T T E D segment does not have an owner and it is waiting to be retrieved 
by any attached process. When an S U B M I T T E D is retrieved by a process, it will 
be marked as A L L O C A T E D and the retrieving process will be its owner. Garbage 
collection is performed when a message segment is deallocated. Small neighbor 
segments will be concate into bigger F R E E segments. The A L L O C A T E D and 
S U B M I T T E D will not be moved. The memory pool is therefore a number of 
F R E E segments separated by A L L O C A T E D and S U B M I T T E D segments. There 
will be no continuous F R E E segments. Figure 5.2 shows the change of states of 
memory slot. 
In System V Message Queue implementation, when a message is received, all the 
blocked process are wakeup and the processes will compete to check if the message 
fits its criteria for receiving. Besides the order of message retrieval is not guaran-
teed. That is a process that request the message later may win a message the suit 
a process that request it earlier. In our implementation of the SMQ, the module 
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Figure 5.2: T C P Socket Message Passing 
mation and the message retrieval criteria are stored in the order of arrival. When 
a message is received, the module check to find one process to be wakeup following 
the order. Therefore, When there are more then one processes waiting for such 
I r 
a message, only the first arrival process will be wakeup. It will then remove the 
message from the queue. Since only one process is waken iip, the costly process 
switching behavior in the System V Message Queue is avoided. The messages are 
also stored in the order of arrival. As a result, if a process asked for a message and 
there are more than one messages suit the process, only the first arrived message 
will be retrieved. Figure 5.3 shows the interaction between the sender, the SMQ 
and the recipient. 
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Figure 5.3: Interaction between sender, SMQ and recipient 
5.2 SCSI Hardware & Device Driver 
Each host in the IRI System is required with a host adapter and connected to a 
SCSI Bus. The host adapter controls the connection establish and and data trans-
fer. It is also responsible for closing a connection after data transfer completed. 
The Bus, which is a shared media, simply connect the hosts for communication. 
The SCSI host adapter is control is by a device driver. The device driver provides 
dii.ect access function to the processes that need to use the SCSI hardware. How-
ever, in our IRIS system, only the Network Message Routing Layer is allowed to 
iise the SCSI hardware. It will lock out other processes from attempting to access 
the SCSI device. 
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j facility. Message received are guaranteed to 1)(�error free by tlic SCSI hardware. 
T h e order of message prescnited to tlie upi)cr lay(�r is tlie same as tlie order of 
message received from tlie Bus ])ort. (a FIFO qu(�ii(�). 
5.2.1 SCSI Bus Operations 
On a SCSI Bus, tlic d()vic(\s usually l iav(� to play oii(�of t h ( � t w o rolcs: init,iM()r and 
target A n initiator (letcniiiiics tli(�（:oimimud t,o b() (�x()(.ut.(�d oii tlie bus. It (.oul(l 
bc (iata transfer, devicc control aiul iiiquiiy and (�t.c. Tli(�t ’aig(�t. device pcrforin 
aii(l guard the pi.ogi.ass of t.li(�coiiimaiid. 
Ill th() A N S I SCSI-II specification [GoS93], aii iiuiiibcr of bus widt,li and transfer 
ra t (�have bccn specificd. A miinbcr of different devices Imv(’ b(�(m spccificd. In our 
pn)jcct, wc use a SCSI Bus of which th() bus widtli is 16bit and the transfer rat(: 
is lOMHz. Heiicc, t l i (� imiximum possible data rat,(�is 20MBytc/scc. 
T h e sp(X'ificati()ii also dcfiiicd a number of the coiiiinaiid that could act ()ii the 
devices. T h ( � d ( � v i ( . ( � t y p o of t.li(�hosts is Processor Deviccs, which is a v()i.y general 
d(�vi(.(�class. The only (.oiimmiid associated by tlic proc(^ssor device are send and 
recdve data across tlic bus. In our iini)lemeiitati()ii, only send (x)mmand is sup-
ported. It also provides two entry points, send and receivc, for thc client processes 
to access it directly. Oiily tlic multiplexer will use the ()ntry points. 
T h e complete protocol involves 10 different phases. At aiw given time, the SCSI 







： BUS FREE When the SCSI bus is not being used by a device, it remains in the 
BUS F R E E phase. 
A R B I T R A T I O N Which device obtains the control of the bus after a BUS 
F R E E is determined in the A R B I T R A T I O N phases. If a device wishes to 
arbitrate for the bus, it activates its SCSI ID on the bus. At the end of the 
arbitration phase, the device looks at the bus to see if a SCSI ID greater 
than its own has been activated. The device with the higher ID wins the 
arbitration. 
SELECTION After an initiator wins the arbitration phase, the SELECTION 
phase takes place. During the selection phase, a connection is established 
with the desired target by activating the targets SCSI ID on the bus. All 
devices have to check whether their SCSI ID is asserted on the bus. 
RESELECTION The RESELECTION phases allows a target to reconnect to 
the initiator to complete a command. The SCSI 2 specification allows a 
device to disconnect the initiator when it is busy. When it is free, it have to 
reconnect the initiator to finish tlle command. As a result, the bus could be 
free for other transmissions. 
M E S S A G E I N / O U T In the MESSAGE phase the initiator and the target 
negotiate the transfer options and inform each other about errors occurred 
during the session. 
C O M M A N D The C O M M A N D phase is used by the initiator to send the SCSI 
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command to the target. After receiving all the command bytes, the target 
carry out the command as described in the specification. 
DATA I N / O U T In the DATA phase, control information and user data are 
exchanged between target and initiator. 
STATUS When a command is completed, the target uses the STATUS phase 
to send status information to the initiator. The information describes the 
ending status of the command. 
There are generally 9 phases change carried out oii the bus in a general data 
sending operation, as depicted in fig 5.4a. In oiir implementation, only 6 phases 
changes are carried out (fig 5.4b.) As a result, much of the overhead is saved. 
Z ^ 
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^ ^ ^ ^ 
a. General SCSI phase change 
BUS FREE - ^ SELECTION 今 ARBITRATION 
\ ) 
STATUS^ DATA < COMMAND 
b. SCSI phase change in IRI S3^stem 
Figure 5.4: Simplified SCSI phase changes in sending data 
Each session of data transfer 011 the SCSI Bus is guarded by several phases. The 
most general phases which exist in most of transactions. These phases includes 
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BUS F R E E , A R B I T R A T I O N , SELECTION, RESELECTION, MESSAGE, C O M -
M A N D , D A T A , S T A T U S MESSAGE. However, in our system, only several of them 
are implemented. It is to cut the uii-necessaiy bus phases so as to reduce the time 
spend on each connection. 
Direct access is supported through the entry point provided in the device driver. 
Blocked mode receive and non-blocked mode send operation is supported. Within 
the SCSI Hardware Support module, a maximum of 16 unfinished command (send-
ing) could be queued and a maximum of 16 received message could be kept. How-
ever, a message received from the remote host would be send to the Local Message 
Routing Layer immediately after it is received. 
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In each session of the data transfer, the BUS F R E E phase comes first. This in-
•i dicates that there is nobody using the bus. The host adapter, after receiving a 
I 
request for sending data, will wait until the BUS FREE. Then it A R B I T R A T E 
the bus by inserting its own SCSI ID on the data bus. In the SELECTION phase, 
the host adapter with the highest order SCSI ID will win the bus. The adapter 
S E L E C T the target device for a data transfer. The Initiator then sends the COM-
M A N D to the target. Within the command, the length of data in bytes is encoded. 
The target than starts the DATA O U T phase and receives the byte(s) from the 
initiator. What follows is the STATUS phase in which the target reports to the 
initiator about the result of the transfer. If STATUS is okay the target will put an 
end to the session by FREEING the BUS. However, if the target returns an error 
S T A T U S , the transfer will be regarded as failure and restart (figure 5.6). In the 
process, all the M E S S A G E phases are removed. The purpose of the M E S S A G E 
phases before the C O M M A N D phases allow the two parties to negotiate the trans-
fer options. In our system, all the transfer options are preset. These options are 
described in table 5.1. The MESSAGE Phases after DATA Phases allows target 
to inform initiator for any mipredicted errors. In our system, any iinpredicted are 
concluded by a FAIL STATUS followed by a transmission. 
5.2.2 Device Driver Internals 
The complete SCSI device driver consists of two parts: High Level Device Driver 
(HLDD) and Low Level Device Driver (LLDD). The HLDD manages a message 
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Figure 5.6: State diagram oi host adapter 
queue and a command queue. The LLDD controls the bus according to the SCSI 
commands from the high level device driver. It also response to connection from 
the remote SCSI Adapters. 
The direct entry points are provided by the High Level Device Driver. They are: 
Bus Phases IRI Phases Time 
BUS F R E E Yes 1.6 iis 
A R B I T R A T I O N Yes 2.4 us 
S E L E C T I O N Yes 200 ms max 
M E S S A G E O U T No progr. 
M E S S A G E IN No progr. 
C O M M A N D Yes progr. 
D A T A Yes progi.. 
S T A T U S Yes 30 iis 
M E S S A G E IN No piogr. 
M E S S A G E O U T No progi.. 
Table 5.1: SCSI BUS Phases in IRI and Normal Process 
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int ahc_direct_send (scsimsg * msg)； 
int ahc_direct_recv (scsimsg * msg)； 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
+ + + + + - + + + + + + + + 
1 len Iinit|res | tar|res Icont Z + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
scsimsg 
The scsimsg structure is used as below: 
len - length of message content excluding the 10 bytes information header 
init - SCSI ID of the initiator, i.e. the SCSI ID of the adaptor on the local host. 
tar - SCSI ID of the target, i.e. the SCSI ID of the adaptor on the remote host. 
res - reserved bytes. These bytes will not be referenced or modified by the SCSI 
drivers. 
To send a message, the sender uses the ahc_direct_send to invoke the HDLL. 
These High Level Device Driver (HLDD) will than compose a SCSI Control Block 
(SCB) basing on the control information from the sender. The size of message 
content in the current implementation is limited to 4086 bytes. A queue of 16 
entries is used to store the outgoing messages. The sender will return from the 
ahc_direct_send operation immediately after the device driver has make a copy 
o f t h e required information. However, i f the command queue is full, the sender will 
be blocked until an entry is available. In the current implementation, the control 
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information together with the message content will be copied into a buffer. This 
design frees the sender from having to be blocked until the message is received 
by the remote host. If the local memory space of the process is used instead for 
copying the message into a buffer, the sender have to be blocked to avoid the 
memory space being modified. The demerit of this design is that addition memory 
copies is necessary. 
The received message queue has a total of 32 entries. Each time a message comes, 
the LLDD will request an entry from the HLDD. The HLDD stores the complete 
message into the queue. The size of each queue entry is 4096 bytes. In order 
words, the maximum size of the message is 4086 bytes plus the 10 b3,tes control 
information. The incoming buffer hold all the incoming message because it is 
impractical to have the initiator and the target lock the bus waiting for process to 
receive a message. However, this cause another memory copy operation. 
The LLDD is the actual part of the device driver that controls the behavior of the 
SCSI Link. For sending a message, it uses the information in the SCB to arbitrate 
a connection. The SCB is of the following structure: 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 
+ + — — + — — + — — + — — + — — + — — + + + + 
0 丨 tag|tar |cmd lpadd I + +——+——+——+——+——+——+ + + + 





tag - tag is used store the location of the SCB in the queue. 
tar - the SCSI of the target device to be in the connection 
padd - the physical address of the memory location that contains the message 
plen - the physical length of the message 
stat - return status of the command after the transfer is finished 
tag - tag is used store the location of the SCB in the queue. 
To send a message, the HLDD sends the SCB to the LLDD. The LLDD use the tar 
field to beat for a connection. The LLDD will keep beating for the role of initiator 
as long as there is SCB in the SCB list. When it wins a session, it will pass the 
peer LLDD the cmd. When all the negotiate is finished, the padd and the plen is 
used to drive the DMA in the DATA Phase. When the transfer is completed, the 
target will send it the transmission status (OK or ERROR). Finally, the LLDD 
informs the HLDD of the complete of the transmission. The HLDD uses the value 
in the tag to remove the SCB in the SCB list. 
To receive a message, the LLDD is usually in a state that ready to be connected as 
a target. However, when the incoming queue of the HLDD is full, the HLDD will 
inform the LLDD to wait until further notice. When it is connected as a target 
device, the LLDD will request the HLDD for a queue entry for storing the message. 
The queue entry is passed to the LLDD as the physical address. The physical 




a transfer O K status to the initiator if not parity error is detected. Otherwise, 
an E R R O R status will be sent and the message will be retransmitted. After the 
transmission is finished, the LLDD will inform the HLDD that the message is ready 
to be retrieved by the client processes. Fig 5.7 shows the interaction between the 
sender, SCSI device driver and the recipient. 
sender SCSIDD SCSIDD recipient 
V 
Y ” ^^^..,-^ receive start 
send s t a r t — ^ ^ ^ ^ queue client ^ ^ ^ 丁 
-- —-"""^ "^  copy msg ^ 
\l 
^ ^ ^ _ connect 
-- ^^ _^____-<-"--"^"""^  remote host ~~~"~~~^^~-~~-~~.^  ‘ ‘ , 
send finish^ ^ ^ connected 
\l 
send msg >>____________^  、i 
~~^ receive msg 
V 
Y ^ send status 
send cmd^ -^-"-""""""""""""""^  
finished 
pass msg ^ _ ^ ^ 
^ receive finish 
V t V � ’ 
Figure 5.7: Interaction between sender, SCSI device driver and recipient 
In P C systems, each of the hardware device has a address, which is usually mapped 
to a physical address in the memory space. The HLDD communicates with the 
L L D D using the SCSI adapter's physical address. The LLDD runs inside the SCSI 
adapter within which there are a number of registers and scratch memory. The 
scratch memory holds a number of variables that is used by the LLDD to guard 
its operation. The variables can also be visited by the HLDD for monitoring the 
operation and c o m m u n i c a t i n g with the LLDD. The HLDD also uses the variables 
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to inform the LLD D of its status. The most important variable is the MQSTA-
TUS. The HLDD uses it to select the incoming message queue's status: FULL 
or R E A D Y . If the M Q S T A T U S is FULL, the LLDD will disable its capability of 
being selected as a target device. 
sender side recipient side 
HLDD LLDD LLDD HLDD 
V 
send scb ~^~~~~^_^^ Y 
~~~~~-~~~~"^  receive scb 
i 
connect ____^^ 
peer LLDD 、~^~~—-—^ ‘ . 
^ ^ ^ connected \i 
send len ~~~__________^  、, 
~~~^  receive len 
\l 
request memory""^">>>-____________^  y 
^ ^ ^ allocate memory 
\i 
send phy addr 
Y ^ _ ^ ^ ^ 
get phy addf^^^ 
\i 
Y ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ send ready sig 
get ready sig 
� i 
send msg _ _ ^ ^ 
~~~^  receive msg 
小 
Y ^^^^___ send status ~~~~~~~~>_________^^^^^^^  11 
receive status ^ ^ ^ queue msg 
M 
\l ^ ^ ^ ^ send status 
remove msg .^r""^^ 
、， 1 \ �‘ 
Figure 5.8: Interaction between SCSI HLDD and LLDD 
To communicate with the HLDD, the LLDD uses the PC interrupt system. When 
an event happens, the LLDD puts a code in its variable, INTCODE. Then it 
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invokes an interrupt which will be caught by the HLDD. The HLDD reads the 
I N T C O D E and other related variables and react to those events. Fig 5.8. depicts 









In performance comparison, P V M is used as a control. Both the P V M and the IRI 
systems are run on the same machines, running the same OS. The only difference 
is that the P V M uses the Ethernet for network message passing whereas the IRI 
uses the SCSI Link. 
The first benchmark program measures the time of message passing between two 
processes. The round trip time is measured. In each measurement, a message 
is sent from a master process to a slave process and returned from the slave to 
the master. The time difference between the send and receive with respect to the 
master process is measured. 
Table 6.1 shows the performance of IRI and P V M in transferring local message. 
For each size, the average of 20 transmission was taken and compared. The IRI 
system outperforms the P V M system in local message passing by 8 to 10 times. 








size iri pvm pvm/iri 
200 232.2 1874.2 “ “ 8 . 0 6 9 
400 236.6 1924.0 8.131 
600 238.8 1954.6 8.185 
800 237.7 1991.7 8.379 
1000 236.5 2029.8 8.582 
1200 238.1 2082.2 8.745 
1400 236.8 2102.7 8.879 
1600 237.9 2175.0 9.142 
1800 239.6 2181.5 9.102 
2000 237.9 2191.2 9.208 
2200 239.1 2329.7 9.741 
2400 239.5 2283.9 9.534 
2600 240.6 2427.4 10.088 
2800 238.0 2373.2 9.971 
3000 238.0 2451.1 10.296 
3200 239.3 2408.5 10.062 
3400 239.7 2461.6 10.267 
3600 238.6 2484.1 10.408 
3800 242.1 2455.2 10.139 
4000 240.1 2509.4 10.449 
J 




In the IRI system, the tinie required for sending of local message is nearl3, constant. 
It is because the SMQ system was employed which takes the advantages of sliared 
memory. The P V M is about 8-10 times slower tliat tlian tlic IRI system. It is 
accounted by the use of T C P / I P in the traiisinissioii of P V M messages. 
IRI and PVM system Local Message Passing 
3000 1 1 1 1 1 ' " — 
' i r i . l o c ' — 
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2500 - ^ __>�+z+---+---+"'''— 
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Figiire 6.1: IRI and P V M system Local Message Passing 
Tlie second benchmark result shows the difFereiice iii performance between IRI and 
P V M in transmitting network message. The IRI system outperforms the P V M 
system by 5-8 times (table 6.2). In measuriiig this set of data, the latest version 
of the IRI system with SCSI Link supported is used. It accounts for the better 
performance delivered. However, due to the quality of the device driver, the raw 
speed of the SCSI Link is not yield. If the raw speed is achieved, the IRI system 








size iri pvm pvm/iri 
2 0 0 7 7 7 . 4 3 9 5 3 . 5 “ “ 5 . 0 8 5 
4 0 0 8 0 2 . 0 4 6 1 9 . 9 5 . 7 5 9 
6 0 0 8 2 5 . 9 5 3 0 0 . 6 6 . 4 1 7 
8 0 0 8 6 2 . 7 4 9 6 1 . 5 5 . 7 5 0 
1 0 0 0 1 0 1 7 . 0 5 6 5 8 . 2 5 . 5 6 3 
1 2 0 0 1 0 4 7 . 4 5 9 9 2 . 5 5 . 7 2 0 
1 4 0 0 1 0 7 4 . 2 6 6 5 3 . 1 6 . 1 9 3 
1 6 0 0 1 0 9 6 . 7 6 9 2 6 . 1 6 . 3 1 4 
1 8 0 0 1 1 4 4 . 7 7 4 8 4 . 3 6 . 5 3 8 
2 0 0 0 1 1 4 8 . 7 7 7 8 2 . 9 6 . 7 7 5 
2 2 0 0 1 1 7 4 . 4 8 1 5 9 . 9 6 . 9 4 8 
2 4 0 0 1 2 0 2 . 6 8 2 4 0 . 6 6 . 8 5 2 
2 6 0 0 1 2 4 6 . 0 8 4 8 8 . 5 6 . 8 1 2 
2 8 0 0 1 2 8 5 . 7 8 9 6 7 . 2 6 . 9 7 4 
3 0 0 0 1 4 7 7 . 5 9 7 6 3 . 3 6 . 6 0 7 
3 2 0 0 1 5 9 8 . 0 9 8 8 7 . 9 6 . 1 8 7 
3 4 0 0 1 6 1 2 . 5 1 0 4 6 6 . 5 6 . 4 9 0 
3 6 0 0 1 6 3 8 . 8 1 0 8 6 6 . 5 6 . 6 3 0 
3 8 0 0 1 6 5 9 . 8 1 1 3 6 2 . 6 6 . 8 4 5 
4000 1738.0 11835.3 6.809 
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IRI and PVM system Network Message Passing 
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Figure 6.2: IRI and P V M system Network Message Passing 
The second benchmark program is a fractal image painter (fig 6.3.) In the program, 
we have employed a master slave model. A dynamic job allocation method is 
adopted. A slave process after finisli a job will be assigned a new one immediately if 
there exists non-finished jobs. The program was chosen because it allows a dynamic 
change of the granularity of jobs. The task of drawing an image is divided into a 
number of tasks of drawing line segments. Each segment is drawn as instructed by 
three parameters. The job nature can also be varied using the parameters. The 
parameters are: line size, iteration, and region. Out of the three parameters, the 
line size and the iteration are of high significance in affecting the job nature. 
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Figure 6.3: IRI and P V M system Network Message Passing 
wwidth = edx ~ stx; x +=stx*incrx; 
for (ix == 0; ix < (long)wwidth; i x + + ， x + = incrx) { 
wx = X ; wy = y; 
for (i = 0; i < iter; i++) { 
if ((wx2 = wx * wx) + (wy2 二 wy * wy) > 4) break; 
wy == 2 * wx * wy + y; 
wx = wx2 - wy2 + x; 
} 
dp[ix] = i + bias; 
} 
where 
wwidth - width of this line segment 
edx 一 end x coordinate 
sdx _ start x coordinate ix - cur ent pixel ter n mb r of iteration dp the line f p xel I Each job is consis s of two m ssages. The first message is sent form the master to 






•i • • 
I line size | P V M system | IRI system | P V M / l R I 
； f 5 43810331 ~ ~ 7 7 7 9 6 2 3 5.631420828 
！ 1 0 4 3 8 7 7 4 8 9 7 7 8 6 9 3 6 5 . 6 3 4 7 5 6 5 9 7 
20 44587053 8272623 5.389711703 
50 44470087 8710225 5.105503819 
100 44782622 9087292 4.928049192 
150 45398492 9161860 4.95516107 
200 45305556 10068496 4.49973422 
300 46913224 11110879 4.222278363 
400 47695336 12056309 3.956047908 
500 48265225 12895091 3.742914649 
600 49133385 13747132 3.57408258 
700 49805835 14390316 3.461066109 
800 49714329 15212452 3.268002358 
900 50384801 15783069 3.192332302 
1000 50856950 16637456 3.056774425 
Tabl(�6.3: Effcct of Lino Size on IRI and P V M system 
t.h(�slave, specifying tlie iiiforiiiritioii about t.h() liiic sogiii(nit to b(�drawn. It is a 
fixo(l size message. Th(�second iiicssagc is i.�t.urii()(i from the s lav(� to t.lie master. 
Thc message consists of tlic (.o()rdiimt.i()ii of a line and pixels of tlic line. Tlic Linc 
Sizc affcct t .h(�m(�ssag(�sizc and tlie C P U i.()qiiircd. Itmiti()n (lct,()rmiiics at most 
li()w many iterations is allow(xl to calculate a pixel value. It is dii.c(:t,ly affecting 
t,lie C P U res()urco r(�(iuir(�(i. G ven a fixed rcgioii to 1)c drawn: 
Message Size oc Line Size 
C P U Rcsourcc oc No of Iteration x Message Sizc 
The third bencliinark result shows the message passing pcif()rmance of the IRI 
svstein and the P V M svstein where compiitatioii reqiiircd is ()xtrernely low. The 
i' '^ 
iteration is set to 1. The Liiie Size varies as shown iii the table • 
J 
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Figure 6.4: Effect of Line Size on IRI and P V M system 
messages. Different iteration and line size combinations are tested. 
Fig 6.5 shows the difference in performance between IRI system and P V M system, 
under different computation size and message size requirement. When both the 
computation and message size are small, the task is a message intense one. These 
kind o f j o b s are those that generate a large volume of small messages. When both 
the message size and the computation size are large, the task is a C P U bound one. 
These kind of jobs does not require high bandwidth communication channel for 
information exchange. In fact, this is the kind of jobs that gain benefits from the 
i previous generation of cluster environment parallelization tools. 
8 0 
iter linesize 
1 ^ 2 ^ 5 ^ ^ 
5 14537094 17395090 24265680 30416607 
10 17539136 21691296 31799799 42059184 
15 19929121 24830446 37656002 49699217 
20 21912337 27864458 43127790 57090424 
25 23416689 30447998 47539143 63675922 
35 26703701 34732734 56361411 74290676 
50 30945499 40896462 60008629 83018185 
75 37283188 50953839 77161725 93716243 
100 43453257 60561515 83225172 104907525 
I _J 1 • 
Table 6.4: Effect of Line Size and Iteration on IRI system 
iter linesize 
丨 ~0 1 ^ 2 ^ ^ ^ 
5 47922278 49452397 53600694 57046218 
I 10 48921923 50963710 57034538 62434279 
j 15 49733518 52163178 59908407 66259063 
i 20 50430379 53417335 62708720 69603193 
I 25 51159201 54665610 64898710 72099786 
t 3 5 52516388 56476293 68188154 77074854 
i50 54537658 59875690 72995348 84125688 
75 57761665 64131649 80739559 95348021 
100 60681627 68080109 88286150 106273552 
Table 6.5： Effect of Line Size and Iteration on P V M system 
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7.1 Summary of Our Research 
In this thesis, a multiple computer infrastructure has been has been proposed. 
Three sets of components are designed and implemented one b3, one based on the 
need at different level of the infrastructure: 
CommUnication Protocol (CUP): It is observed that parallel and distributed ap-
plications have a common needs in communication methods and system ser-
vices. The services include the creation and deletion of processes and various 
kinds of resource request. Examples of communication methods are sending, 
receiving, multicasting and group operations. The CUP specifies a small and 
simple set of interfaces for communication and services. Complex operations 
could in turn be built using the set of specified interfaces. 
Multiple Computer Architecture (IRI): A three layered multiple computer archi-
tecture has been proposed and built. Each layer provides different aspect of 
service. A upper layer is served by a lower layer. The internal of a layer is hid-
den from the other layers. The Application Support Layer (ASL) provides 
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facilities for the clients to request for system services and communication. 
The Local Message Routing Layer (LMRL) passes messages for clients on 
the same host. The Network Message Routing Layer (NMRL) passes mes-
sages for the LMRL on different hosts. 
System Supporting Facilities: Two system Facilities supporting the operation the 
multiple computer architecture is developed. These facilities are not regarded 
as part of the multiple computer infrastnictiire. Other programs may also 
these facilities. 
As an conclusion, we have built a low cost multiple computer system, which is 
about 6 times faster than the traditional multiple computer system, for tighter-
coupled applications. The system is built using ofF-tlie-slielf hardwares and free 
softwares. It is ready to be used by some parallel applications and algorithms. The 
communication protocol provides a, easy mean for porting existing applications to 
our system. The system also provides a platform for further studies of multiple 
computer architecture. 
7.2 Future Researches 
In this thesis, a high performance multiple computer architecture is purposed and 
implemented. 
Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) DSM paradigm is an active research 
topic in the area of parallel and distributed processing. DSM systems usually 
provide and simple aiid easy to prograin e n v i r o n m e n t when compared with 
message passing programmiiig environment. The architecture could be used 
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to studies the behavior of DSM on tighter-coupled systems. 
Message Routing Algorithm To improve the performance of the system, dif-
ferent mechanism on routing messages could be applied. In the current im-
plementation, the messages are directly sent to the destinations. However, 
mechanisms could be applied to filter local messages and network messages 
especially when multicasting is in concerned. 
High Speed Network In the current implementation, a 20 MB3^te/sec SCSI link 
is used as the communication media. As technologies advances, faster SCSI 
link is available. 40 MByte/sec SCSI is ready, and 80 MByte/sec should be 
right on the market soon. 
Network Architecture It is expensive to use the top speed BUS for communica-
tion. Besides, some parallel algorithms does not demand equal bandwidth for 
all the processing elements, if the partition o f j o b is well designed. Different 
network architecture could be tested for these algorithms. 
8 5 
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